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The Facade Corporation Co., Ltd. offers support and expertise in the consulting, engineering, installation and maintenance process
of
multi-purpose fibrecement applications.
Our two brands FASSCO and Interiore focus on exterior facade construction and decorative interior wall solutions.
Bringing proven European technology to the Kingdom of Thailand
The corporation combines International experience and expertise to offer a product and service that is safe, elegant and
sustainable.
Our target market ranges from architects, facility professionals, contractors, distributors, installers to end users that we aim to
cater for accordingly.
The Facade Corporation Co., Ltd. wants to be a renowned leader for innovative, durable and personalized fibrecement products,
offered at a competitive price. We tailor for our customers wishes and work at all times with an MTO (Make-to-order) production
process.
Exterior Fibrecement
FASSCO focuses on the creation of Ventilated Facades with our service ranging from consulting, engineering, production,
installation to maintenance.
Our products combine coated and printed products that are installed using a variety of different metal sub-constructions
possibilities.
Our coating procedure offers products from monotone colours, spray-paint effects, metallic and iridescent finishes and digital
printed products with stunning results with near to no limitations.
We aim to cater for any wish our customers might have and welcome all ideas, no matter the size and scope.
Interior Fibrecement
Interiore focuses on functional and aesthetic uses of fibrecement for interior wall solutions.
Our products range focuses predominantly on printed products, where we make full use of our industrial inkjet digital printing
machine that is capable of printing life-like images at resolutions ups to 1080dpi.
With extensive benefits of fibrecement for interior life, we focus on offering unique products in a competitive price segment to
compete with the high-end substitution market.
It is our aim to tailor and custom make any print our customer might envision and don’t have a MOQ in this procedure.
Due to our extensive and ever-changing product ranges and our sustainable corporate culture, we have rejected the use of
mass-printed brochures and have created a fully operational web-shop that acts as a catalogue and also to our B2C market.
Safe
Thanks to the properties of fibrecement, we are able to offer products that hold an A2 fire classification, giving you the
reassurance that you seek. We reject the use of asbestos and hold a 20-year limited warranty.
Elegant
Our corporate identity shadows elegance and our research & development team only pick the most modern and stylish products
in our selection. It is important for us to be innovative and stylish so that our customers products stay ahead of time.
Sustainable
We continuously contribute in a cleaner and better planet for the generations to come.
Our coating procedure rejects the use of hazardous chemicals and has a very low VOC content. After the service life, fibrecement
can easily be recycle for secondary uses such as road construction.

For questions, comments and remarks we invite you to contact our sales team under: +66 (0)2 618 8871 or info@fassco.co
Facade Corporation Co., Ltd.
No.23 Soi Pradiphat 6, Pradipat Road, Phayathai, Phayathai, Bangkok 10400, Thailand
Tel: +66(0)2 618 8871 Mail: info@fassco.co Web: fassco/interiore.co

